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One of the characteristics of the feedgrain sector in recent years has been its large year to year price fluctuations. There are two possible causes for these fluctuations in prices: 1) short-run (one year or less) changes in domestic and export demands, and (2) weather-related shifts in the supply of feedgrains in the face of a feedgrain demand, which exhibits little price responsiveness in the short-run. While both aspects may be involved, here we will examine only the second issue of why fluctuations in domestic feedgrain supply result in such wide fluctuations in prices, due to feedgrain demand being so unresponsive to short-run prices.

When year to year shifts in the production of a commodity result in wide price swings, the underlying cause is a product which has inelastic demand. The use of an inelastic demand product does not strongly increase as price falls. Another view of inelastic demand is that price must fall significantly for increased supplies to clear the market. Why is the market demand for feedgrains like this? The answer lies in the nature of industries which use feedgrains. In particular, it has been suggested that industries such as the hog industry are themselves not very responsive in the production of hogs as hog prices change. This phenomenon was very evident in recent years as significantly reduced hog prices did not result in major hog production cutbacks. Often it is suggested that the cause of this unresponsiveness is production fixity where resources such as labor and capital are committed to hog production and not easily changed to other uses. Under these circumstances as long as only variable costs can be covered, production continues even though all costs (including costs of the fixed resources) are not met. Thus, fixed resources are viewed as "free" in the short-run. However, for the argument to hold that the cause of hog production not falling in response to low hog prices is caused by fixity requires that hog production would be similarly unresponsive to high hog prices. The result of a...
The hog industry unresponsive to hog prices is that the demand for feedgrains for use in hog production is inelastic. When hog production does not markedly respond to changes in hog prices, the use of feedgrains by hog producers in response to feedgrain price changes is similarly unresponsive. The result then is that when changes in the supply of feedgrains occur, feedgrain prices rise and fall significantly.

In addition, it is commonly suggested that hog production is becoming even less responsive to hog prices because of the nature of newer hog production units. It is frequently suggested that newer hog production facilities involve an even higher level of fixed resources than older methods. Should this be true, it means that hog producers are willing to produce hogs at lower prices than previously, since short-run variable costs are now lower because newer production processes involve a higher proportion of costs which are fixed. This perspective that newer hog production facilities involve more fixity appears quite logical, but we need to be careful in our interpretation, if this is in fact, what has occurred. In some ways this phenomenon of increasing fixity, if true, is at variance with what is commonly termed "the industrialization of agriculture." It would be expected that under a more industrialized structure, hog production would be more, not less responsive to price and less likely to remain in production when total costs cannot be met.

While the pork producing sector is only one user of feedgrains and other factors may be contributing to high fluctuations in feedgrain prices, this issue of the changing nature of the hog industry is important to examine. The issue of fixity and short-run decision making is complex and various forces may simultaneously be occurring. In terms of whether hog production is increasingly being produced under more fixity and thus less price responsive, six observations are offered here.

1. In general, does labor in hog production have more alternative uses than in earlier decades? Also, is labor in newer facilities increasingly a purchased input? If so, less, not more fixity is a characteristic of newer hog producing facilities.

2. In addition to maintenance, do producers view their use of facilities involving "wear out" costs as opposed to being "free?" Under this perspective, whenever facilities are used it hastens the time when they must be replaced. If this is the case the use of the facilities is perceived to be a variable or operating cost. Under these circumstances we should not conclude that newer hog production methods necessarily involve higher levels of fixity.

3. Fixity is situation dependent. What resources are fixed in the short-run to one operation may be variable to another. In the short-run, producers do not all behave in the same manner because of differences in fixity perception. In aggregate, it is possible that new hog operations may involve more relative fixity with respect to capital but less with respect to labor.

4. Feed efficiency. The underlying nature of hog production response to price depends on the nature of the hog production process and how feed, labor, capital, etc., are transformed into production. The understanding of how this has or has not changed requires empirical analysis. However, we know that if feed efficiency has increased, this results in a hog supply relationship which is more responsive to hog prices because feed is a variable input and its efficiency has increased.

5. "In and Out" Production. It is frequently suggested that when hog production occurs using capital intensive facilities, producers are less likely to go "in and out" of production as hog prices change, but rather they maintain stable production. If true, this tendency leads to less price responsiveness in aggregate compared to one where some producers drop out of production as prices fall. Here we must be careful to distinguish between fixity alone and a change in production efficiency. A newer more efficient production process allows variable costs to be reduced and enables producers to produce in the short-run at prices that previously did not cover variable costs. Should this be the case, it is technological change in the hog production process which is responsible for this ability to produce at lower prices, not fixity. It is perhaps this phenomenon that we are seeing which explains why hog production has not declined under low hog prices.

6. How hog production changes in the short-run in response to hog price changes is expected to be largely the same, whether producers provide all the resources or if contractual arrangements are in place whereby one party provides the variable cost items and the other party provides the fixed cost resources.

In conclusion, it is obvious that in recent years price variability in feedgrains is high. This occurs in part because feedgrain using industries such as hog production are not output responsive to changes in hog prices. Yet the cause of this apparent lack of responsiveness in the hog industry is not clear.
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